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Techna Clip new clips to be available at SHOT Show this year 
 
Techna clip releases four new conceal carry gun belt clips and a universal magazine carrier.  
 
Salt Lake City, UT – January 2017 – Techna clip releases eight new conceal carry belt clips 
for the Ruger LCP ll, Ruger SR9 Models, S&W Shield .45, S&W SD9/40VE Ambi, Taurus G2 PT 
111/709 Slim Ambi, XDS Models Ambi, M&P Models Ambi, XD Models Ambi. They also 
released the new Universal MagCLIP.  
 
Techna Clip’s Conceal Carry Clips are truly a minimalist solution for those who conceal carry. 
It's a gun clip that easily affixes to your sidearm to deliver a secure, lightweight and discreet 
carry option without a holster.  Our Conceal Carry Clips installs quickly and requires NO 
gunsmithing to your sidearm. Now you can stash your pistol in your pocket, on your waist, or 
even in the small of your back!  
 
CEO of Techna Clip, Andy Finsand said, “ Each year we receive numerous requests from 
customers asking for new belt clip models. We also receive feedback and suggestions on ways to 
improve our products. We are very excited this year to release the new Techna Clip models for 
the Taurus G2 PT111 / 709 Slim, the new Ruger LCP ll,  S&W Shield .45, S&W SD9VE / 
SD40VE, and new revisions to the S&W M&P, Springfield XD & XDS. These new revisions 
allow the user to use the clip on either side of the gun making them them ambidextrous.” He 
added, “The new Universal MagClip is the first ultra slim magazine carrier that is compatible 
with any handgun magazine from .380 up to .45 caliber. Our new MagCLIP allows a user to 
carry an extra magazine in their pocket covertly, giving them extra support when needed.  
 
The clips are constructed of high quality carbon spring steel with a finished with a black Teflon 
coating, giving a protective buffer between the clip and the gun.  
 
About Techna Clip 
Techna Clip manufactures gun belt clips that aid in Concealed Carry; they make these clips for a 
wide range of gun models. Users experience maximum comfort with these lightweight clips. The 
user also has the ability to get to their weapon quickly and easily if an emergency arises. 
 
For more information, visit the following links: 
Website www.Technaclip.com  
Facebook page: http://www.facebook.com/technaclip 
Instagram: https://instagram.com/technaclip/ 
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